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Task: Exam question 

Using the tips above try to answer the following question. You will be referring to Page 25 - 26 of the script which is in your Google Classroom page 
as well as linked here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7fyFrpe5x4uybMhA5hjjobcAgcjtnm0/view. The 20 mark question should take you 
25minutes  to answer in the exam but you can spend longer while you practise - no more than 1 hour though! This would include reading/ correction 
time, it may take you a bit longer at first while you practise. Use a full page of A4 as outlined below to do this - if you need a bit more do go over the 
page but it shouldn’t be much less than one side of A4 to get the detail required.  
 
Exam Question:  
You are performing  the role of Mickey. 
 
Describe how you would use your acting skills to interpret Mickey’s character in this extract (p.26 – 27)  and explain why 
your ideas are appropriate both for this extract and the play as a whole. (20 marks) 

 
 

Exemplar 

This is a 20 mark answer on a DIFFERENT question and extract, the student has chosen to answer as a 
lighting designer. This achieved 15 out of 20. Look at how the writer has introduced the question, look at 
the detail and references to other sections of the play that support their choices. Does it reference the 
period, place, setting, class to get across some of the themes?  
 
Read the exemplar and use it to help you improve your answer  
 
I am going to work as a lighting designer on this extract from Blood Brothers. This scene takes place in a shabby 
comprehensive school in the 1970s that Mickey and Linda go to. My design would take place in a traditional proscenium arch 
stage  and would also have to take into account the fact that this extract is next to an extract which shows the sort of school 
Eddie goes to and how different they are. 
 
 I would have a general wash of light across the whole stage, and this would mean that all of the action could be seen and it 
would look like it was lighting from indoors that had been produced by electric lights. I would also use lights on a bar (in the 
wings so they can’t be seen) to shine a brighter white light in three places into the side of the scene. This is to create the 
effect that there is bright sunlight coming into the classroom, and we could understand that the students would not want to 
be stuck indoors in such a boring lesson. These lights would be bright and would be on throughout the extract. I would also 
use fluorescent strip lights, the type that you would see in most schools.  These would be above the rows of desks and would 
be very bright indeed. They would be on throughout the extract, and give a sense of giving off a bright light but a cold light 
too. I would contrast all of this with the lighting I would use for Eddie’s school classroom in the next scene. I would have a 
bright wash fill the stage once again, but I would use warmer colours, a mix of yellow and orange to create this.  I would fade 
into this lighting state  from the previous extract so the change was not too sudden.  
 
There are other points in the play when I will use my lighting design to create different effects with subtle changes. In the 
scene later in the play when Mickey is depressed and asking Linda to give him his pills, this scene takes place in a grotty flat 
that Mickey and Linda live in with their baby. I would use a light with barn doors on it to mark out a rectangle of light on the 
floor. It would not be very bright and would be quite dingy to show that the flat isn’t nice. In one of the early scenes where 
Mrs Johnstone is cleaning Mrs Lyons’s house, I would have large windows, with bright, warm sunlight coming in from 
outside.  I would also have several small lamps with lampshades on coffee tables on the set, to show that the Lyons family is 
well off and have lots of nice touches in their home. All of these lights would actually be on with a real light bulb in them, but 
I would also rig a light directly above each lamp, on the lighting rig, so that when they were turned on, these extra lights 
would create the effect that the lamps are giving out big pools of warm lighting  in the Lyons’ house.  
 
Examiner Commentary   A good description of the lighting used which are appropriate to this extract. This response also 
details different types of interior lighting which indicate a good knowledge of the play as a whole. There is an understanding 
of how these effects will be achieved to support the action, but there is not always precise enough detail – or use of technical 
vocabulary – to make these completely clear. Band 3 
 
 

 
Using your teacher feedback, this week's work is to make improvements to your 20 mark answer.  
You can also see the general mark scheme below. I have amended the checklist of things to include in your improved version below as well so check 
below the mark scheme. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7fyFrpe5x4uybMhA5hjjobcAgcjtnm0/view


 
 

What went well?  Even Better if  

You have included a brief introduction the the extract and 
your overall aim acting in it 

 Include a brief introduction of the extract to say what’s just 
happened/ what comes after (if relevant) and what is key to 
show in this extract to the audience (your aim as a performer) 

 

A 20 mark answer should take 25 mins in the exam, it is 
clear you have spent this time on your answer 

 Make sure you spend at least 25 minutes writing out your 
answer 

 

Your answer had detail in it, referring to all/ most of the 
acting skills with examples from the extract 

 You referred to more of the acting skills with direct quotes/ 
references to the extract 

 

You had written enough to fill the A4 answer page or more  You had written more, at least one side of A4 for a 20 mark 
question 

 

You answered the question directly and didn’t digress or 
refer to things that wouldn’t get you marks 

 You stuck to the focus of the question, answering about 
Mickey in the extract indicated and with you as a performer 
playing him 

 

Your answer was well structured, read well and made 
sense 

 Look at the flow of your writing so it makes sense. It would be 
a good idea to do a plan of your answer first in the exam that 
you can refer to. 

 

You included precise details from the extract  Include more precise details from the extract and play before 
and after the extract to show why it is important 

 

You showed your knowledge of the play overall in your 
answer by referring to themes/ time period/ 
foreshadowing  
 

 Refer to why your answer works well for the character/ play/ 
themes/ time period/ setting/ foreshadowing, overall to show 
your knowledge of it as a whole 

 

You included some detail of what you’d be wearing/ and 
set on stage and the relevance of this 

 Don’t forget to mention what you'd be wearing and how this 
would help/ affect your acting, as well as any set on stage to 
support your movement/ gesture etc 

 

 


